In this study we present a theoretical investigation of structural, electronic and mechanical properties of pentagonal monolayers of carbon (p-graphene), boron nitride (p-B2N4 and p-B4N2) and silver azide (p-AgN3) by performing state-of-the-art first principles calculations. Our total energy calculations suggest feasible formation of monolayer crystal structures composed entirely of pentagons. In addition, electronic band dispersion calculations indicate that while p-graphene and p-AgN3 are semiconductors with indirect bandgaps, p-BN structures display metallic behavior. We also investigate the mechanical properties (in-plane stiffness and the Poisson's ratio) of four different pentagonal structures under uniaxial strain. p-graphene is found to have the highest stiffness value and the corresponding Poisson's ratio is found to be negative. Similarly, p-B2N4 and p-B4N2 have negative Poisson's ratio values. On the other hand, the p-AgN3 has a large and positive Poisson's ratio. In dynamical stability tests based on calculated phonon spectra of these pentagonal monolayers, we find that only p-graphene and p-B2N4 are stable, but p-AgN3 and p-B4N2 are vulnerable against vibrational excitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, graphene, one atom thick form of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb structure, has become one of the most exciting topics of materials research due to its exceptional properties.
1,2 Besides graphene, 3 there exists many other forms of pure carbon in nature such as graphite, diamond, C 60 fullerene, 4 nanotube, 5 carbon nanocone, 6 nanochain 7 and graphdiyne 8 which are the well known bulk and low dimensional forms of carbon element. In additon to these, stability and unique mechanical properties of a new carbon allotrope, p-graphene, are reported by Zhang et al. recently. 9 It is shown that while the unique pentagonal crystal symmetry provides a dynamical stability (for temperatures up to 1000 K), the buckled nature of the p-graphene leads to a negative value for its Poisson's ratio.
The synthesis of graphene 3,10 made other two dimensional materials, such as hexagonal structures of III-V binary compounds, 11, 12 a popular field of research. Moreover, one-dimensional forms of AlN and BN, as nanotubes and nanoribbons were studied before. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Hexagonal monolayer structures of these compounds, for example, h-BN 19, 20 and h-AlN 11,21-25 are wide band-gap semiconductors with a nonmagnetic ground state. Recently the synthesis of h-AlN by Tsipas et al. 26 motivated further study of the properties of h-AlN. Very recently we have reported unique thickness-dependent features of the electronic structure of h-AlN crystal.
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Metal azides, consisting of a metal atom (Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ag, Cu or Tl) and the azide molecule (N 3 ), are another group of compounds which may find applications in monolayer crystal technology. Their electronic structure, chemical bonding, vibrational and optical properties have been investigated. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] Due to its large chemical energy stored in its bulk phases, AgN 3 is one of the intensely studied members of this family. Gordienko et al. 27 have studied the electronic band structure of AgN 3 by using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Jain et al.
28 calculated the energy band gap of AgN 3 as 2.95 eV. In addition, in the study by Aluker et al. 29 the chemical bonding between the Ag and N atoms were studied by using a pseudopotential approach. Using a pseudoatomic orbital basis, the electronic structure of AgN 3 was also reported. 30 Change of structural and vibrational properties of AgN 3 under applied pressure was studied by using DFT and generalized gradient approximation (GGA).
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Moreover, Schmidt et al. 32 reported the crystal structure and chemical bonding of the high temperature phase of AgN 3 by using X-ray powder diffraction. In this study it was pointed out that the high temperature-AgN 3 phase contains buckled layers with silver atom connecting to the azide groups in pentagonal form in the direction parallel to [001] . The phase transitions and structures of AgN 3 at different pressure values were also reported by Hou et al.
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In this study we investigate the structural, electronic and mechanical properties of pentagonal monolayers of carbon (p-graphene), two phases of boron nitride (p-B 2 N 4 and p-B 4 N 2 ) and silver azide (p-AgN 3 ). The mechanical properties of these pentagonal structures are examined under uniaxial strain and in terms of the in-plane stiffness and the Poisson's ratio values. Their vibrational spectra are also calculated. The paper is organized as follows: The details of our computational methodology are given in Sec. II. Structural properties of four different pentagonal structures are presented in Sec. III. The electronic and magnetic properties of optimized structures are investigated in Sec. IV. In Sec. V mechanical properties and dynamical stability of the pentagonal structures are investigated. Finally we present our conclusions in Sec.VI. 
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
In this study the first-principles calculations were performed within the framework of density functional theory (DFT) by using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) package. [41] [42] [43] [44] The approach is based on an iterative solution of the Kohn-Sham equations 45 with a plane-wave set adopted with the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). 46, 47 In order to analyze the charge transfers the Bader technique was used.
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Electronic and geometric relaxations of the pentagonal structures of the monolayers were performed by considering the following criteria in our calculations. The energy cut-off value for plane wave basis set was taken to be 500 eV. The global break condition for the electronic self consistent-loop was considered to be 10 −5 eV. For geometric relaxation of the structures a unit cells containing 6 or 8 atoms were. For this purpose the minimum energy was calculated by varying the lattice constant values and the pressure in all directions is decreased to a value smaller than 1 kbar. Brillouin zone integration was performed by using a set of 5 × 5 × 1 Gamma-centered k-point sampling mesh. For density of states and work function calculations a set of 15 × 15 × 1 k-point sampling was used to get more accurate results. The cohesive energy of a unit cell was calculated using the formula E c = n a E a − E str , where E a denotes the energy of a single isolated atom and n a denotes the number of atoms contained in the unit cell. E str denotes the total energy of the monolayer structure. Summation is used for the structure containing different types of atoms in its simulation cell. Calculated cohesive energies are listed in Table I .
III. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
Firstly geometrical relaxations of structures were performed by considering their square-shaped primitive unitcells with the lattice vectors a 1 =a(1,0,0) and a 2 =a(0,1,0) for all structures (see Fig. 1 ). In the structure of p-graphene the 4-coordinated carbon atoms were denoted by C 1 while the 3-coordinated ones were denoted by C 2 . The geometrical calculations show that the bond length of C 1 -C 2 is 1.55Å while C 2 -C 2 bond length is 1.34 A. The lattice constant is a=3.64Å within GGA approximation and it is consistent with the value calculated by Zhang et al. 9 The buckling of the layer is 1.21Å which is also consistent with the value calculated by Zhang et al. 9 Bader charge analysis indicates that 0.3 e amount of charge is donated from C 1 and two C 2 atoms to other two C 2 atoms. The calculated cohesive energy is 42.40 eV for p-graphene monolayer.
For p-AgN 3 geometry relaxation 8-atomic primitive unitcell was considered. As seen in Fig. 1 (b) 2-coordinated N atoms are denoted by N 1 while 3-coordinated ones are denoted by N 2 . The geometry relaxation within the GGA approximation gives the lattice constant value as a=6.02Å. The Ag-N 1 bond length is 2.33Å while the N 1 -N 2 bond length is 1.19Å. The bond angle between the Ag-N 1 -Ag atoms is 132.5 degrees and it is 90 degrees for the N 1 -Ag-N 1 bonds. The relaxed geometry of AgN 3 monolayer structure is planar similar to some other two dimensional structures such as hexagonal graphene and h-BN. Bader charge analysis shows that an amount of 0.7 e charge from each Ag atom was donated to the N atoms but dominantly to the central ones. The final charge on the Ag, N 1 and N 2 atoms and N 1 atom are 10.3 e, 5.2 e and 5.3 e respectively. The total cohesive energy of p-AgN 3 is 31.45 eV as listed in Table I .
Optimized lattice constant of the p-B 2 N 4 is found to be a=3.62Å. The N-N and B-N bond lengths are 1.34Å and 1.55Å, respectively. The buckling of p-B 2 N 4 is 1.26 A which is close to that of p-graphene. The Bader charge analysis demonstrates that B atoms have final charge of 0.9 e so that an amount of 2.1 e charge was transferred to the N atoms from each B atom. The cohesive energy of p-B 2 N 4 monolayer is calculated as 34.49 eV.
The p-B 4 N 2 has a lattice constant of a=3.79Å which is greater than that of p-B 2 N 4 . This time the B-N bond length is 1.57Å while the B-B bond length is 1.59Å. The buckling of p-B 4 N 2 is 1.23Å which is close to that of the p-B 2 N 4 structure. Results of Bader charge analysis indicates that an amount of 2.2 e charge was depleted to each N atom from the B atoms. Finally the cohesive TABLE I: Geometry of pentagonal structures, calculated lattice parameter a, the distance between atoms dXY , buckling of the monolayer h, total magnetic moment µ, the amount of charge lost or gained by the atoms ∆ρ, the total cohesive energy of a primitive unitcell Ec, the energy band gap of the structure Eg, work function Φ, Poisson's ratio ν and in-plane stiffness C. energy of p-B 4 N 2 is 33.58 eV.
IV. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES
In this section the electronic band dispersion and magnetic ground state of p-graphene, p-AgN 3 , p-B 2 N 4 and p-B 4 N 2 are investigated comprehensively. As seen in Table I, the p-graphene has an indirect band gap of 2.21 eV. As shown in Fig. 2(a) the valence band maximum (VBM) of the p-graphene is located in between the Γ and the X (high symmetry) points while the conduction band minima (CBM) is in between the M and the Γ points. It also appears that the both spin up and spin down states are degenerate throughout the Brillouin Zone and thus the structure does not exhibit any spin polarization in its ground state. In the 6-atomic primitive unitcell of the p-graphene while two of the 4-coordinated C atoms have no excess electrons, four 3-coordinated C atoms pair their electrons in p z orbitals and therefore the p-graphene has a nonmagnetic ground state.
The p-AgN 3 has an indirect band gap of 1.33 eV as seen in Table I . In Fig. 2(b) the VBM of the p-AgN 3 is in between the Γ and the X points while the CBM exists in between the M and the Γ points. As it is seen in Fig.  2(b) that the p-AgN 3 also does not exhibit any spin.
The p-B 2 N 4 is another structure having nonmagnetic ground state. As seen in Fig. 2(c) , again the spin up and the spin down states are degenerate. Unlike the pgraphene and the p-AgN 3 , the p-B 2 N 4 displays metallic behavior. The valence band crosses the Fermi level in between all high symmetry points through whole Brillouin Zone.
In all the pentagonal structures considered, only the p-B 4 N 2 has a spin polarization in its ground state. The total magnetic moment of p-B 4 N 2 is 1.95 µ B as given in Table I . This value of total magnetic moment arises from the ferromagnetic ordering of B local moments. In the primitive unit cell each B atom has a local magnetic moment of 0.48 µ B while the each N atom has local moment about 0.02 µ B which is very small compared to that of B atom. Therefore, the net magnetic moment of 1.95 µ B for p-B 4 N 2 structure is mostly due to local moments of B atoms. In its 6-atomic primitive unit cell both N atoms are 4-coordinated while all the B atoms are 3 coordinated. The spin polarization is localized on the N atoms since they add up their electrons in their p z orbitals. As given in Fig. 2 The charge density difference plots of pentagonal structures are provided in Fig. 3 . In order to plot these figures we first obtained the total charge density of each material. Then, using the same unit cell and settings we obtained the charge density of each atom separately at their original positions in the compound. After that we summed these individual charge densities and subtracted them from the charge density of the compound. These figures reveal the modifications in the total charge of the individual atoms when the crystal is formed. The charge density difference plot of p-graphene Fig. 3(a) shows that there is a charge depletion in the hollow site of the lattice. This charge is accumulated mostly at the bonding sited between the C atoms. The figure for the AgN 3 , Fig.  3(b) , indicates that there is a charge depletion from the N 2 atoms and a charge accumulation at the region where the N 1 -N 2 and N 1 -Ag chemical bonds are formed. The hollow site charge depletion is also observed for B 2 N 4 in Fig. 3(c) . Similar to previous cases, there is a charge accumulation at the locations where the B-N chemical bonds are formed. For the case of B 4 N 2 in Fig. 3(d) , there is a charge depletion from the one side of the B atoms and again a charge accumulation at the bonding sites.
For the p-graphene, the charge transfer is from C 1 atoms and 2 of C 2 atoms to other C 2 atoms. For the p-AgN 3 , as seen in Fig. 3(b) there exists a charge depletion from Ag and N 1 atoms to central N atoms in azide group. For the p-B 2 N 4 structure all of the charge given in Table I is depleted to the N atoms as depicted by the charge density plot in Fig. 3(c) . Finally for p-B 4 N 2 monolayer again the charge depletion occurs from B atoms to N atoms.
V. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
The stiffness can be explained as the rigidity or the flexibility of a material. The parameter which shows the mechanical response of a material to an applied stress is called the Poisson's ratio. It is defined as the ratio of the transverse contraction strain to the longitudinal extension strain in the direction of stretching force. The in-plane stiffness and the Poisson's ratio can be deduced from the relationship between the strain and the total energy. To calculate the mentioned parameters, we apply strain ε x and ε y to these materials by changing the lattice constants along x and y directions. The strain range is from -0.02 to 0.02 with a step of 0.01 which gives a data grid of 25 points. At each grid point, the atomic positions are relaxed and the strain energy E S , which is the energy difference between strained and unstrained structures, is calculated. In the harmonic region the strain energy can be fitted as E S = c 1 ε x 2 + c 2 ε y 2 + c 3 ε x ε y . The in-plane stiffness along x and y directions can then be calculated as C x = (1/S 0 )(2c 1 − c 3 2 /2c 2 ) and C y = (1/S 0 )(2c 2 − c 3 2 /2c 1 ) where S 0 is the unstretched area of the supercell. The Poisson's ratio along x and y directions can be obtained by ν x = c 3 /2c 2 and ν y = c 3 /2c 1 , respectively. For all pentagonal structures we find that the in-plane stiffness and the Poisson's ratio along x and y directions are equal. The calculated in-plane stiffness and Poisson's ratio are listed in Table I . It can be seen that p-graphene has the largest in-plane stiffness of 16.71 eV/Å 2 , indicating strong bonding between carbon atoms. However, this value is smaller than that of graphene, which has an in-plane stiffness of 20.91 eV/Å 2 . 16 This can be attributed to different number of bonds in p-graphene and graphene. In graphene, each C atom is 3-fold coordinated, while in graphyne the average coordination number of C atom is 2.67. P-graphene has fewer number of bonds than graphene, so it has relatively smaller in-plane stiffness. The calculated Poisson's ratio for p-graphene is -0.08 which is consistent with the value calculated by Zhang et al.
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The p-AgN 3 has a large Poisson's ratio of 0.90, revealing its strong ability to preserve the equilibrium area when strain is applied. The Poisson's ratio for p-B 4 N 2 is -0.19, this is consistent with the calculation of in-plane stiffness. P-B 2 N 4 has an in-plane stiffness of 3.62 eV/Å 2 , much smaller than the p-graphene. For p-B 4 N 2 , the inplane stiffness is 7.59 eV/Å 2 . It is interesting to note that the p-graphene, the p-B 2 N 4 and the p-B 4 N 2 have negative Poisson's ratio values, contrary to the most of the existing materials. Therefore, they belong to the so-called auxetic structures. When uniaxial tensile strain is applied to these structures, the lattice along the transverse direction expands rather than compresses. Normally, this ratio is positive and most of the solids expand in the transverse direction when they are subjected to a uniaxial compression. The materials with negative Poisson's ratio unfolds when they are stretched. Therefore, they are isotropic in two dimensions for certain lengths and angles. It has been reported that some artificial materials have negative Poisson's ratio and they exhibit excellent mechanical properties. 49, 50 In contrast to structureengineered bulk auxetics, the negative Poisson's ratio is intrinsic in single layers of p-graphene, p-B 2 N 4 and p-B 4 N 2 .
We also consider higher values of strain from 0.04 to 0.40 in uniform expansion, in order to see structural deformations and determine the elastic and plastic regions for each pentagonal structure. For this purpose, we prefer a fully symmetric square lattice with well defined high symmetry points in the BZ. Again the calculations are performed in a 2 × 2 supercell. Increasing the strength of applied strain, increases the total energy of the structure. The p-graphene has no structural deformation up to the strain value of 40% but the buckling of the layer decreases to 0.66Å. Under 40% strain, the C 2 -C 2 and C 1 -C 2 bond lengths are 1.35Å and 2.15Å, respectively. P-AgN 3 also does not have any structural deformation up to 40% strain. It remains in the same form but with a higher Ag-N 1 bond length of 3.47Å while the bond lengths in azide group remain the same. The situation is different for pentagonal structures of B and N, because they both have deformations in their structures at some critical strain values. P-B 2 N 4 has not a pentagonal shape structure when 12% strain is applied. Therefore one may say that it is the critical strain value for p-B 2 N 4 between elastic and plastic regions. Plastic region refers to a region in which irreversible structural changes occur in the system and it transforms into a different structure. This critical strain value is slightly greater for p-B 4 N 2 . After the strain strength of 16%, p-B 4 N 2 transforms into a different structure.
As an important feature of mechanical properties we also examine the dynamical stability of pentagonal monolayer structures by performing phonon calculations. Here, the dynamical matrix and the vibrational modes were calculated using the small-displacement method (SDM) 51 with forces obtained from VASP. As shown in Fig. 5 , while pentagonal structures of graphene and B 2 N 4 have real vibrational eigenfrequencies in the whole Brillouin zone, p-AgN 3 and p-B 4 N 2 have some phonon branches with zero-frequency modes at several points in the Brillouin zone. This is an indication of irreversible deformations that can be induced by those vibrational modes. It appears that although the total energy calculations yield optimized atomic structures of p-AgN 3 and p-B 4 N 2 these structures are dynamically unstable. Our calculations also reveal that p-graphene and p-B 2 N 4 not only possess dynamically stable crystal structures but also have quite high-frequency phonon modes indicating strong bond formation in these materials. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the unique properties of the recently reported p-graphene we have investigated the structural, mechanical and electronic properties of three novel pen- tagonal structures as well as p-graphene. Our calculations demonstrate that pentagonal structures of graphene and BN have buckled geometries while p-AgN 3 has a planar geometry. Calculated band structures show that although hexagonal graphene is a zero-band gap semiconductor, the band dispersion of p-graphene displays an indirect-band-gap semiconductor behavior. Also the band dispersion of p-AgN 3 displays semiconducting behavior with an indirect band gap. However, pentagonal structures of BN are metallic while hexagonal BN monolayer is a wide-band-gap semiconductor. For all of the pentagonal structures investigated in this study only p-B 4 N 2 has a magnetic ground state while the other structures have nonmagnetic ground states. We have also studied the mechanical properties of these structures and calculated their in-plane stiffness and corresponding Poisson's ratios. The stiffest monolayer is found to be the p-graphene among the four structures. p-graphene, p-B 2 N 4 and p-B 4 N 2 all have negative Poisson's ratio while the p-AgN 3 has a positive Poisson's ratio. Also the uniform strain calculations indicate that p-graphene and pAgN 3 do not show any irreversible structural deformations for up to large strain values while p-B 2 N 4 and p-B 4 N 2 deform into different phases at some certain strain strengths.
